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The Fibozachi Forex Force™ (FFF™) is a suite of highly specialized Indicators that
have been designed to provide Forex traders with a significant edge over the
competition. Unlike the equity markets, the Forex market has a limited number of
trading instruments (currencies). It is therefore possible to perform intensive data
comparisons between each of the various currencies to obtain extremely valuable and
otherwise ‘hidden’ information. This information can then be used to exploit the Forex
markets for consistent profits … which is precisely what the Fibozachi Forex Force™
has been designed to do.
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The algorithm behind the FFF references all major currency pairs/crosses (every
combination of the EUR, GBP, USD, JPY, CHF, CAD, AUD, NZD) to provide traders
with a comprehensive diagnosis and breakdown of the following:
1) Currency (Pip) Strength: Currencies that are the strongest & weakest
2) Correlations: Currencies that are trading in tandem or oppositely
3) Stochastics: Currencies that are the most OverBought & OverSold
4) RSI: Currencies that have the most/least relative strength and momentum
5) DMI: Currencies that are in bullish uptrends or bearish downtrends
6) ADX: Currencies that are trending or consolidating sideways
7) Average True Range (ATR): Currencies that are the most and least volatile
8) Verticality: Currencies that have upward, downward or sideways price
movements

The Fibozachi Forex Force™ includes the following Indicators:
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The FFF™ algorithm generates accurate and precise measurements by analyzing and
comparing the price movements of every single major currency cross across the entire
Forex market. All of the measurements are then synthesized into composite values
that provide invaluable ‘hidden’ information that is needed to gain an edge and exploit
the Forex markets for consistent profits.

The Fibozachi Forex Force™ utilizes a complex proprietary algorithm that accurately
calculates the strength of each major currency on the Forex market.
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We specifically use the term “accurately” because the formula that it employs is
entirely objective, unbiased, and both technically and mathematically sound. All other
indicators that attempt to do similar tasks determine “currency strength” using
subjective methods that incorrectly assign arbitrary and meaningless “strength ratings”
to each currency. As a result, these ratings do not accurately reflect the true strength
of the various currencies, which is extremely dangerous to Forex traders who rely on
these flawed methods.

The FFF™ Pip Strength is the only indicator that accurately diagnoses the strength of
each currency because it uses a performance-based approach that is based upon the
net amount of pips that each individual currency has gained or lost in the previous “N”
number of bars or since the start of the user-defined session.
Not only that, but the FFF™ also incorporates this same approach to provide traders
with objective and unbiased measurements of Correlations, Stochastics, RSI, DMI,
ADX, ATR and Verticality for each and every currency.
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There is a very specific hierarchy when it comes to the symbols of currency crosses,
which is as follows (listed from most to least dominant):

1) EUR (Euro)
2) GBP (Great British Pound)
3) AUD (Australian Dollar)
4) NZD (New Zealand Dollar)
5) USD (United States Dollar)
6) CAD (Canadian Dollar)
7) CHF (Swiss Franc)
8) JPY (Japanese Yen)

Based on this ordering process, the EUR (Euro) will always be the first symbol in any
currency cross and the JPY (Yen) will always be the last. Therefore, it is vital to
understand that some currency crosses will be intentionally listed in reverse order
under the Max/Min columns. For example, the EUR section will list the Euro/USD
cross as the “EURUSD”, whereas the USD section will list this same cross as the
“USDEUR” even though this is not an actual symbol. This is done for the sake of
organization and to help traders quickly determine each Max/Min currency cross.

Since the order is reversed for some symbols, it is necessary to understand that you
may have to analyze price action in a reverse way as well. For example, let’s say
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that the maximum RSI value for any USD currency cross is the USDEUR with a value
of “70”. Since the USDEUR is not a valid symbol, you would need to look at a chart
of the EURUSD instead. Now since the RSI value of the USDEUR is 70, it indicates
that the USD is the stronger of the two currencies and is gaining against the EUR.
When opening up a chart of the EURUSD you will see that price has been declining,
which is correct because if the USDEUR has an RSI value of 70, then the EURUSD
will have an RSI value of 30, where it is losing strength against the USD. Therefore,
the EURUSD chart will show that price is in a downtrend.

This type of reverse ordering is necessary for relaying what the Maximum and
Minimum values are out of all of the potential currency crosses. While it may be a bit
confusing at first, it takes only a day or two before everything becomes second nature
and you will have mastered the ordering of all the Forex symbols.
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The FFF™ Indicators all come with preformatted workspaces for TradeStation and
MultiCharts users. These workspaces have all of the symbols/data-streams already
loaded, however different data-feeds may have different symbols (prefixes & suffixes)
for the various currency crosses. It is therefore absolutely IMPERATIVE that you
configure your own data-feed and workspace so that the list and ordering of symbols
is identical to the following order:
1) EURUSD

18) NZDUSD

2) EURGBP

19) CHFJPY

3) EURJPY

20) CADJPY

4) EURCHF

21) AUDJPY

5) EURCAD

22) NZDJPY

6) EURAUD

23) CADCHF

7) EURNZD

24) AUDCHF

8) GBPUSD

25) NZDCHF

9) GBPJPY

26) AUDCAD

10) GBPCHF

27) NZDCAD

11) GBPCAD

28) AUDNZD

12) GBPAUD
13) GBPNZD
14) USDJPY
15) USDCHF
16) USDCAD
17) AUDUSD
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*** The FFF™ Indicators will work on ANY timeframe, from 1-minute to the monthly.
It is extremely important to understand that the FFF™ is designed for ALL kinds of
FX traders, from intra-day scalpers to long-term investors.

The underlying

calculations and principles always remain the same regardless of the timeframe
being used, which makes the FFF™ suitable for all styles of FX trading.

The following section provides descriptions of the various Indicators and explains
why they are so valuable and beneficial to FX traders. Keep in mind that the term
“user-defined session” only applies to intra-day FX traders, so it is important that you
understand that these ratings are universal and are therefore applicable to any
timeframe.
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The FFF™ PIP Strength Indicator displays the total amount of pips that each
currency has gained or lost since the start of the user-defined session (or the most
recent “X” number of bars). It provides traders with a precise number that accurately
gauges the performance and strength of each currency throughout the course of
the trading session.
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► If the “PIP Strength” of the EUR is +350, it means that the EURO has gained 350
pips when compared against every possible currency cross.

► If the “PIP Strength” of the EUR is -200, it means that the EURO has lost 200
pips when compared against every possible currency cross.

Knowing how many pips each individual currency has gained or lost during a trading
session is the most effective and unbiased way of determining the strength of each
currency. This allows FX traders to easily identify the strongest and weakest
currencies so that they can avoid trading currency crosses that do not offer an
adequate amount of profit potential.
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The FFF™ Pip Strength Indicator also includes a second text column that displays
which specific currency crosses have the maximum and minimum (max/min) Pip
Strength values for each individual currency. This enables traders to know exactly
which currency crosses have gained the most pips and lost the most pips out of all
possible crosses.

► The USDEUR has a higher Pip Strength value than any other
USD cross and so it is displayed as the “Max” Pip Strength value
for the USD alongside its current value (112 Pips).

► The USDNZD has a lower Pip Strength value than any other
USD cross and so it is displayed as the “Min” Pip Strength value
for the USD alongside its current value (-27 Pips).

*** The USD currency crosses being analyzed are as follows:
EURUSD, GBPUSD, USDJPY, USDCHF, USDCAD, AUDUSD,
NZDUSD
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Bars to Reference: Sets the number of bars to use for calculating the “Recent Pip
Strength”.
Display Recent Pip Strength: Set to TRUE to display the Pip Strength over the
last “N” bars. (N = value used for “Bars to Reference”)
Display Session Pip Strength: Set to TRUE to display the Pip Strength over the
entire user-defined session.
Decimal Display Places: Determines how many decimal places to use when
displaying the text values on the chart.
Text Spacing Bars: Determines the distance between the two columns of text.
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The FFF™ Correlations Indicator displays the correlation between each currency
since the start of the user-defined session (or the most recent “X” number of bars).
It provides traders with positive or negative correlation values that are based on the
direction of each currency’s price movement (positive correlations indicate that both
currencies tend to move in the same direction whereas negative correlations
indicator that both currencies tend to move in opposite directions).
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► If the Correlation value of the EUR:CHF is 0.25, it means that the EURO and the
Franc will move in the same direction approximately 25% more often than the
opposite direction. It is important to understand that it does not imply that the EURO
and the Franc move in the same direction 25% of the time.

► If the Correlation value of the EUR:JPY is -0.23, it means that the EURO and the
Yen will move in the opposite direction approximately 23% more often than the
same direction. It is important to understand that it does not imply that the EURO
and the Yen move in the opposite direction 23% of the time.

Knowing the correlations between each and every currency cross during a trading
session is the most effective way of determining which specific currencies trade in
tandem and which trade inversely or oppositely. This allows FX traders to easily
identify which currencies should be paired together and which crosses to avoid,
since there is little profit to be gained from trading two currencies that have an
extremely high positive correlation (move in the same direction). More importantly,
it is much easier to trade a currency cross that often moves vertically instead of
horizontally (chop or consolidation).
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The FFF™ Correlations Indicator also includes a text column that displays which
specific currency crosses have the maximum and minimum (max/min) Correlation
values for each currency. This enables traders to know exactly which currency
crosses are the most ideal for trading and which should be avoided.

► The EURCHF has a stronger positive correlation than any other
EUR cross and so it is displayed as the maximum correlation value
for the EUR alongside its current value (+0.67).

► The EURNZD has a stronger negative correlation than any other
EUR cross and so it is displayed as the minimum correlation value
for the EUR alongside its current value (-0.42).

*** The Euro currency crosses being analyzed are as follows:
EURGBP, EURUSD, EURJPY, EURCHF, EURCAD, EURAUD,
EURNZD
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Bars to Reference: Sets the number of bars to use for calculating the “Recent Pip
Strength”.
Display Recent Pip Strength: Set to TRUE to display the Pip Strength over the
last “N” bars. (N = value used for “Bars to Reference”)
Display Session Pip Strength: Set to TRUE to display the Pip Strength over the
entire user-defined session.
Decimal Display Places: Determines how many decimal places to use when
displaying the text values on the chart.
Text Spacing Bars: Determines the distance between the two columns of text.
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The FFF™ Stochastics Indicator displays the Stochastic value of each currency
since the start of the user-defined session (or the most recent “X” number of bars).
By displaying a Stochastic value for each individual currency, traders immediately
know which currencies are OverBought (OB) and OverSold (OS).

Knowing which currencies are OverBought and OverSold is extremely beneficial to
traders because it helps to determine the following:
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1) Currencies that are most likely to have a major price reversal
- When the Stochastic value of a currency is above “80” and the slope of the
Stochastic begins to decrease, it is likely that the currency will soon undergo a
bearish price reversal and will display weakness in the near-term future.
- When the Stochastic value of a currency is below “20” and the slope of the
Stochastic begins to increase, it is likely that the currency will soon undergo a
bullish price reversal and will display strength in the near-term future.
2) Currencies that are trending strongly and/or “break outs”
- When the Stochastic value of a currency rises above the “70” or “80” level, the
currency is in a strong bullish trend and it could signal a potential bullish “break
out” to the upside.
- When the Stochastic value of a currency falls below the “30” or “20” level, the
currency is in a strong bearish trend and it could signal a potential bearish “break
out” to the downside.
3) Which specific Currency Cross to trade
- Analyzing the Stochastic values of all the various currencies is extremely beneficial
when trying to determine which specific currency cross you should trade. For
example, let’s say that the Stochastic value of the EUR was “20” and the Stochastic
value of the USD was “80”. Since the expectation is that the Stochastic value of
the EUR will soon rise again and the Stochastic value of the USD will fall, then
buying or going long the EURUSD is a logical choice for the near-term future. On
the flip side, you want to avoid trading a currency cross where both have similar
Stochastic values because this is more likely to result in sideways chop or a lack
of price movement.
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The FFF™ Stochastics Indicator also includes a second text column that displays
which specific currency crosses have the maximum and minimum (max/min)
Stochastics values for each individual currency. This enables traders to know
exactly which currency crosses are the most OverBought or OverSold out of all
possible crosses (i.e. EURGBP, EURUSD, EURJPY, etc.).

► The EURCAD has a higher Stochastic value than any other EUR
cross and so it is displayed as the “Max” Stochastic for the EUR
alongside its current value (74.2).

► The EURJPY has a lower Stochastic value than any other EUR
cross and so it is displayed as the “Min” Stochastic for the EUR
alongside its current value (34.2).

*** The Euro currency crosses being analyzed are as follows:
EURGBP, EURUSD, EURJPY, EURCHF, EURCAD, EURAUD,
EURNZD
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Bars to Reference: Sets the number of bars to use for calculating the “Recent Pip
Strength”.
Display Recent Pip Strength: Set to TRUE to display the Pip Strength over the
last “N” bars. (N = value used for “Bars to Reference”)
Display Session Pip Strength: Set to TRUE to display the Pip Strength over the
entire user-defined session.
Decimal Display Places: Determines how many decimal places to use when
displaying the text values on the chart.
Text Spacing Bars: Determines the distance between the two columns of text.
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The FFF™ RSI Indicator displays the composite RSI value of each currency since
the start of the user-defined session (or the most recent “X” number of bars). By
displaying a composite RSI value for each individual currency, traders immediately
know which currencies are exhibiting Strength and Weakness. Depending on how
you interpret or use the RSI and its OB/OS levels, it can also be used to identify
potential “break outs” and reversals.

Knowing the composite RSI values of each currency is extremely beneficial to
traders because it helps to determine the following:
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1) Currencies that are most likely to have a major price reversal
- When the RSI value of a currency is above the “70” or “80” level before crossing
back under it, there is an increased likelihood that the currency will undergo a
bearish price reversal and will display weakness in the near-term future.
- When the RSI value of a currency is below the “20” or “30” level before crossing
back above it, there is an increased likelihood that the currency will undergo a bullish
price reversal and will display strength in the near-term future.
2) Currencies that are trending strongly and/or “break outs”
- When the RSI value of a currency rises above the “70” or “80” level, the currency is
in a strong bullish trend and it could signal a potential bullish “break out” to the
upside.
- When the RSI value of a currency falls below the “30” or “20” level, the currency is
in a strong bearish trend and it could signal a potential bearish “break out” to the
downside.
3) Which specific Currency Cross to trade
- Analyzing the RSI values of all the various currencies is extremely beneficial when
trying to determine which specific currency cross you should trade. For example,
let’s say that the RSI value of the EUR was “20” and the RSI value of the USD was
“80”. Since the expectation is that the RSI value of the EUR will soon rise again and
the RSI value of the USD will fall, then buying or going long the EURUSD is a logical
choice for the near-term future. On the flip side, you want to avoid trading a currency
cross where both have similar RSI values because this is more likely to result in
sideways chop or a lack of price movement.
-
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The FFF™ RSI Indicator also includes a second text column that displays which
specific currency crosses have the maximum and minimum (max/min) RSI values
for each individual currency. This enables traders to know exactly which currency
crosses are the most OverBought or OverSold out of all possible crosses.

► The USDEUR has a higher RSI value than any other EUR cross
and so it is displayed as the “Max” RSI for the USD alongside its
current value (62.5).

► The USDNZD has a lower RSI value than any other USD cross
and so it is displayed as the “Min” RSI for the USD alongside its
current value (39.6).

*** The USD currency crosses being analyzed are as follows:
EURUSD, GBPUSD, USDJPY, USDCHF, USDCAD, AUDUSD,
NZDUSD
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Bars to Reference: Sets the number of bars to use for calculating the “Recent Pip
Strength”.
Display Recent Pip Strength: Set to TRUE to display the Pip Strength over the
last “N” bars. (N = value used for “Bars to Reference”)
Display Session Pip Strength: Set to TRUE to display the Pip Strength over the
entire user-defined session.
Decimal Display Places: Determines how many decimal places to use when
displaying the text values on the chart.
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Text Spacing Bars: Determines the distance between the two columns of text.

The FFF™ DMI Indicator displays the composite DMI value of each currency since
the start of the user-defined session (or the most recent “X” number of bars). By
displaying a composite DMI value for each individual currency, traders immediately
know which currencies are in strong bullish uptrends or bearish downtrends.

Knowing the composite DMI values of each currency is extremely beneficial to
traders because it helps to determine the following:
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1) Currencies exhibiting bullish and/or bearish trending
- When the DMI value of a currency is above “15” or below “-15”, it is indicative of a
moderate bullish or bearish trend.
- When the DMI value of a currency is above “25” or below “-25”, it is indicate of a
strong bullish or bearish trend.
2) Currencies exhibiting a lack of directional movement
- When the DMI value of a currency is between “10” and “-10”, it is indicative of a lack
of directional up/down price movement. There is no significant bullish or bearish
bias if the DMI is stuck in this “chop zone”.
3) Which specific Currency Cross to trade
- Analyzing the DMI values of all the various currencies is extremely beneficial when
trying to determine which specific currency cross you should trade. For example,
let’s say that the DMI value of the EUR is “25” and the DMI value of the USD is “25”. Since the EUR is in a strong bullish uptrend and the USD is in a strong bearish
downtrend, then going long the EURUSD is a logical choice for the near-term future.
On the flip side, you want to avoid trading a currency cross where both have similar
DMI values (both positive or negative) because this is more likely to result in
sideways chop or a lack of price movement.
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The FFF™ DMI Indicator also includes a second text column that displays which
specific currency crosses have the maximum and minimum (max/min) DMI values
for each individual currency. This enables traders to know exactly which currency
crosses are the most bullish and bearish out of all possible crosses.

► The USDEUR has a higher DMI value than any other USD cross
and so it is displayed as the “Max” DMI for the USD alongside its
current value (14.6).

► The USDJPY has a lower DMI value than any other USD cross
and so it is displayed as the “Min” DMI for the USD alongside its
current value (-13.9).

*** The USD currency crosses being analyzed are as follows:
EURUSD, GBPUSD, USDJPY, USDCHF, USDCAD, AUDUSD,
NZDUSD
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Bars to Reference: Sets the number of bars to use for calculating the “Recent Pip
Strength”.
Display Recent Pip Strength: Set to TRUE to display the Pip Strength over the
last “N” bars. (N = value used for “Bars to Reference”)
Display Session Pip Strength: Set to TRUE to display the Pip Strength over the
entire user-defined session.
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Decimal Display Places: Determines how many decimal places to use when
displaying the text values on the chart.
Text Spacing Bars: Determines the distance between the two columns of text.

The FFF™ ADX Indicator displays the composite ADX value of each currency since
the start of the user-defined session (or the most recent “X” number of bars). By
displaying a composite ADX value for each individual currency, traders immediately
know which currencies are trending and which are in a period of consolidation.
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Knowing the composite ADX values of each currency is extremely beneficial to
traders because it helps to determine the following:

1) Currencies that are trending (making new price highs/lows)
- When the ADX value of a currency is above “25”, it often indicates that price is
trending.
- When the ADX value of a currency rises above “25”, it indicates that price may be
“breaking out”.
2) Currencies that are consolidating or range-bound (sideways price movement)
- When the ADX value of a currency is below “25”, it often indicates that price is
consolidating and range-bound (moving sideways).
- When the ADX value of a currency falls below “25”, it indicates that price may be
entering a period of consolidation. .
3) Which specific Currency Cross to trade
- Analyzing the ADX values of all the various currencies is extremely beneficial when
trying to determine which specific currency cross you should trade. For example,
let’s say that the ADX value of the EUR is “35” and the ADX value of the USD is
“35”. Since the EUR is in a strong trend and the USD is also in a strong trend, then
this currency cross is likely to have very large and rapid price moves since neither
currency is trading sideways or consolidating. On the flip side, you want to avoid
trading a currency cross where both have low ADX values because this is more
likely to result in sideways chop or a lack of price movement and thus offers little
profit potential.
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The FFF™ ADX Indicator also includes a second text column that displays which
specific currency crosses have the maximum and minimum (max/min) ADX values
for each individual currency. This enables traders to know exactly
which currency crosses have the strongest and weakest trend
strength out of all possible crosses (i.e. EURGBP, EURUSD,
EURJPY, etc.).

► The EURNZD has a higher ADX value than any other EUR cross
and so it is displayed as the “Max” ADX for the EUR alongside its
current value (37.0).

► The EURCHF has a lower ADX value than any other EUR cross
and so it is displayed as the “Min” ADX for the EUR alongside its
current value (10.2).
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*** The Euro currency crosses being analyzed are as follows:
EURGBP, EURUSD, EURJPY, EURCHF, EURCAD, EURAUD, EURNZD

Bars to Reference: Sets the number of bars to use for calculating the “Recent Pip
Strength”.
Display Recent Pip Strength: Set to TRUE to display the Pip Strength over the
last “N” bars. (N = value used for “Bars to Reference”)
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Display Session Pip Strength: Set to TRUE to display the Pip Strength over the
entire user-defined session.
Decimal Display Places: Determines how many decimal places to use when
displaying the text values on the chart.
Text Spacing Bars: Determines the distance between the two columns of text.

The FFF™ ATR Indicator displays the composite ATR value of each currency since
the start of the user-defined session (or the most recent “X” number of bars). By
displaying a composite ATR value for each individual currency, traders immediately
know which currencies are the most and least volatile.
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Knowing the composite ATR values of each currency is extremely beneficial to
traders because it helps to determine the following:

1) Currencies that are extremely volatile (large H-L range from bar to bar)
- When the ATR value of a currency is above “25”, it often indicates that price is
trending.
- When the ATR value of a currency rises above “25”, it indicates that price may be
“breaking out”.
2) Currencies that lack volatility (small H-L range from bar to bar)
- When the ATR value of a currency is below “25”, it often indicates that price is
consolidating and range-bound (moving sideways).
- When the ATR value of a currency falls below “25”, it indicates that price may be
entering a period of consolidation.
3) Which specific Currency Cross to trade
- Analyzing the ATR values of all the various currencies is extremely beneficial when
trying to determine which specific currency cross you should trade. Trading a cross
in which both currencies have large ATR values will result in highly volatile price
action from bar to bar (increasing your potential risk and reward), though it is
important to check with the other FFF Indicators to ensure that they are a good
match based on Correlation, Pip Strength, etc.
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The FFF™ ATR Indicator also includes a second text column that
displays which specific currency crosses have the maximum and
minimum (max/min) ATR values for each individual currency. This
enables traders to know exactly which currency crosses are the
most and least volatile out of all possible crosses (i.e. EURGBP,
EURUSD, EURJPY, etc.).

► The EURNZD has a higher ATR value than any other EUR cross
and so it is displayed as the “Max” ATR for the EUR alongside its
current value (5.51).
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► The EURCHF has a lower ATR value than any other EUR cross and so it is
displayed as the “Min” ATR for the EUR alongside its current value (1.49).

*** The Euro currency crosses being analyzed are as follows:
EURGBP, EURUSD, EURJPY, EURCHF, EURCAD, EURAUD, EURNZD

Bars to Reference: Sets the number of bars to use for calculating the “Recent Pip
Strength”.
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Display Recent Pip Strength: Set to TRUE to display the Pip Strength over the
last “N” bars. (N = value used for “Bars to Reference”)
Display Session Pip Strength: Set to TRUE to display the Pip Strength over the
entire user-defined session.
Decimal Display Places: Determines how many decimal places to use when
displaying the text values on the chart.
Text Spacing Bars: Determines the distance between the two columns of text.

The FFF™ Verticality Indicator displays the composite Verticality value of each
currency since the start of the user-defined session (or the most recent “X” number
of bars). By displaying a composite Verticality value for each individual currency,
traders immediately know which currencies have the most vertical price movement
and which have the least vertical or sideways price movement.
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Knowing the composite Verticality values of each currency is extremely beneficial
to traders because it helps to determine the following:

1) Currencies that have a large amount of verticality (higher highs and lower
lows from bar to bar)
- Currencies with large amounts of Verticality will obtain higher highs and lower lows
more frequently, which makes them ideal trade candidates since they have
increased profit potential and are generally easier to trade. Few bars trade within
the range of the previous bar (known as an “Inside Bar”) and therefore price moves
higher or lower with very little sideways movement.
2) Currencies that have a small amount of verticality (Inside Bars)
- Currencies with small amounts of Verticality will struggle when trying to obtain
higher highs and lower lows, which makes them poor trade candidates since they
lack profit potential and are much more difficult to trade (due to chop and sideways
movement). Most bars trade within the range of the previous bar (known as an
“Inside Bar”) and price struggles to move higher or lower.
3) Which specific Currency Cross to trade
- Analyzing the Verticality values of all the various currencies is extremely beneficial
when trying to determine which specific currency cross you should trade. Traders
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can utilize this information to identify which specific currencies are likely to offer the
most significant price movements in the shortest amount of time. Large verticality
values coincide with quicker and larger price movements, whereas small verticality
values coincide with congestion where price struggles to move in either direction.
Ideally, you would want to trade a currency cross where both currencies possess
large verticality values since it provides for quicker price moves and larger profits.

The FFF™ Verticality Indicator also includes a second text column
that displays which specific currency crosses have the maximum
and minimum (max/min) Verticality values for each individual
currency. This enables traders to know exactly which currency
crosses have the most and least vertical price movements out of
all possible crosses (i.e. EURGBP, EURUSD, EURJPY, etc.).

► The EURJPY has a higher Verticality value than any other EUR
cross and so it is displayed as the “Max” Verticality for the EUR
alongside its current value (2.65).
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► The EURJPY has a lower Verticality value than any other EUR cross and so it is
displayed as the “Min” Verticality for the EUR alongside its current value (0.87).

*** The Euro currency crosses being analyzed are as follows:
EURGBP, EURUSD, EURJPY, EURCHF, EURCAD, EURAUD, EURNZD

Bars to Reference: Sets the number of bars to use for calculating the “Recent Pip
Strength”.
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Display Recent Pip Strength: Set to TRUE to display the Pip Strength over the
last “N” bars. (N = value used for “Bars to Reference”)
Display Session Pip Strength: Set to TRUE to display the Pip Strength over the
entire user-defined session.
Decimal Display Places: Determines how many decimal places to use when
displaying the text values on the chart.
Text Spacing Bars: Determines the distance between the two columns of text.

The Elite Trader Package™ can be leased via the following options:

Includes ALL of the FFF™ Indicators:
FFF™ Pip Strength
FFF™ Correlations
FFF™ Stochastics

($95 Value)

FFF™ RSI

($95 Value)

FFF™ DMI

($95 Value)

FFF™ ADX

($95 Value)

FFF™ ATR

($95 Value)

FFF™ Verticality

($95 Value)
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The terms “Company”, “us” or “we” refer to Fibozachi.com, its parent company Fibozachi LLC, and all
subsidiaries, affiliates, officers or employees therein. The term “you” refers to the user or customer of
Fibozachi.com. The terms “Content” and “Information” refer to the indicators, tools, strategies, techniques,
systems, manuals, data, communications and any other associated products or material of the Company.
License:
You are purchasing a single user license. You may not: copy, modify, publish, retransmit, participate in
the transfer or sale of, distribute, perform, display, or create derivative works from, any of the Content or
Information in any way.
Disclaimer:
All Content and Information provided is for educational purposes only. Fibozachi.com and Fibozachi LLC
(the “Company”) is not an investment advisory service, broker-dealer, commodity trading advisor, legal
advisor, tax advisor, or registered investment advisor, and does not purport to tell or suggest which
commodities, currencies or securities customers should buy or sell for themselves. The affiliates,
employees or officers of the Company may hold positions in the commodities, currencies or securities
discussed here.
You understand and acknowledge that there is a high degree of risk involved in trading commodities,
currencies or securities. You also understand and acknowledge that there is an extremely high degree of
risk involved in trading leveraged vehicles such as futures or options, where you can lose more than the
initial sum of your investment. The Company, its subsidiaries, affiliates, officers and employees assume
no responsibility or liability for your trading or investment results.
It should not be assumed that the indicators, tools, strategies, techniques, systems, manuals, data,
communications or any other associated products and material of the Company, collectively the “Content”
and “Information,” presented in its products or services will be profitable or that they will not result in losses.
Past results of any individual trader or trading system published by Company are not indicative of future
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returns by that trader or system, and are not indicative of future returns, which may or may not be realized
by you. In addition, the articles, blogs, chat, columns, indicators, methods, strategies, systems,
techniques, tools, and all other features of Company's website (collectively, the “Information”) are provided
for educational purposes only and should not be construed as investment advice. Any articles, blogs, chat,
columns, comments, discussions, drawings, and examples, including any other items intended to illustrate
Information presented on Company's website, are for educational purposes only; such are not solicitations
of any order to buy or sell. Accordingly, you should not rely solely on the Information in making any
investment. Rather, you should use the Information only as a starting point for doing additional
independent research in order to allow you to form your own opinion regarding any investment. You should
always check with your licensed financial advisor and tax advisor to determine the suitability of any
investment.

IN CONSIDERING WHETHER TO TRADE, YOU SHOULD BE AWARE OF THE FOLLOWING:
HYPOTHETICAL OR SIMULATED PERFORMANCE RESULTS HAVE CERTAIN INHERENT
LIMITATIONS. UNLIKE AN ACTUAL PERFORMANCE RECORD, SIMULATED RESULTS DO NOT
REPRESENT ACTUAL TRADING AND MAY NOT BE IMPACTED BY BROKERAGE AND OTHER
SLIPPAGE FEES. ALSO, SINCE THE TRADES HAVE NOT ACTUALLY BEEN EXECUTED, THE
RESULTS MAY HAVE UNDER- OR OVER-COMPENSATED FOR THE IMPACT, IF ANY, OF CERTAIN
MARKET FACTORS, SUCH AS LACK OF LIQUIDITY. SIMULATED TRADING PROGRAMS IN
GENERAL ARE ALSO SUBJECT TO THE FACT THAT THEY ARE DESIGNED WITH THE BENEFIT OF
HINDSIGHT. NO REPRESENTATION IS BEING MADE THAT ANY ACCOUNT WILL OR IS LIKELY TO
ACHIEVE PROFITS OR LOSSES SIMILAR TO THOSE SHOWN.
TRADING IS AN EXTREMELY DIFFICULT PROBABILISTIC ENDEAVOR THAT REQUIRES
TECHNICAL SKILL AND EMOTIONAL DISCIPLINE AT THE VERY MINIMUM. EVEN A GREAT TRADER
WITH EXCELLENT ANALYSIS, RESOURCES, TOOLS, TECHNIQUES, STRATEGIES, PLANS,
CONTINGENCIES, AND EXPLICITLY DEFINED RULES FOR MANAGING RISK EXPOSURE IS OFTEN
WRONG. THERE ALWAYS REMAIN REAL AND UNQUANTIFIABLE RISKS SUCH AS GOVERNMENT
INTERVENTION OF RULE / LAW CHANGES. RISK PREVENTION MEASURES SUCH AS PROTECTIVE
STOPS DO NOT PREVENT THE RISK OF GAP OPENINGS OR LOCK-LIMIT MOVES.
YOU AGREE THAT NEITHER FIBOZACHI LLC, NOR ITS SUBSIDIARIES, AFFILIATES, OFFICERS OR
EMPLOYEES, SHALL BE LIABLE TO YOU OR ANY OTHER THIRD PARTY FOR ANY DIRECT,
INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES. MEMBERS AND VISITORS
(“USERS”) AGREE TO INDEMNIFY AND HOLD FIBOZACHI LLC, AND ITS SUBSIDIARIES,
AFFILIATES, OFFICERS AND EMPLOYEES, HARMLESS FROM ANY CLAIM OR DEMAND,
INCLUDING REASONABLE ATTORNEYS’ FEES, MADE BY ANY THIRD PARTY DUE TO OR ARISING
OUT OF A USER’S USE OF FIBOZACHI LLC’S WEBSITES.
TradeStation Disclaimer:
“Neither TradeStation Technologies nor any of its affiliates has reviewed, certified, endorsed, approved,
disapproved or recommended, and neither does or will review, certify, endorse, approve, disapprove or
recommend, any trading software tool that is designed to be compatible with the TradeStation Open
Platform.”
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